KENYA BUREAU OF STANDARDS

LIST OF STANDARDS FOR CONFIRMATIONS AND WITHDRAWALS CONSIDERED AND RECOMMENDED FOR NSC APPROVAL BY THE 133RD STANDARDS APPRAISAL COMMITTEE
MEETING ON 12TH JANUARY 2022

FOOD DIVISION
CONFIRMATIONS

32. KS ISO/TS 22002-1:2009 Kenya Standard — Preliminary programs on food safety, food manufacturing
34. KS ISO/TS 22002-4:2013 Kenya Standard — Preliminary programs on food safety, food packaging manufacturers
35. KS ISO 21527-1:2008 Kenya Standard — Microbiology of food and animal feeding stuffs — Horizontal method for the enumeration of yeasts and moulds — Part 1: Colony count technique in products with water activity greater than 0.95
41. KS ISO 22005:2007 Kenya Standard — Traceability in the feed and food chain — General principles and basic requirements for system design and implementation
42. KS ISO 6579-1:2017 Kenya Standard — Microbiology of the food chain — Horizontal method for the detection enumeration and serotyping of salmonella — Part 1 Detection of salmonella Spp
47. KS ISO 6571:2008; Spices, condiments and herbs — Determination of volatile oil content (hydro distillation method)
49. KS ISO 927-2009 Kenya Standard — Spices and condiments — Determination of extraneous matter and foreign matter content
50. KS ISO 2254:2004 Kenya Standard — Clove, whole and ground (powdered) — Specification
59. KS ISO 2825:1999 Kenya Standard — Spices and condiments — Preparation of a ground sample for analysis
60. KS ISO 948:1980 Kenya Standard — Spices and condiments — Sampling
70. KS ISO 948:1980 Kenya Standard — Spices and condiments — Sampling
71. KS ISO 2825:1999 Kenya Standard — Spices and condiments — Preparation of a ground sample for analysis
72. KS ISO 948:1999 Kenya Standard — Spices and condiments — Sampling
76. KS ISO 1208:1982 Kenya Standard — Spices and condiments — Determination of filth
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Standard Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>KS ISO 972:1997</td>
<td>Kenya Standard — Chillies and capsicums, whole or ground (powdered) — Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>KS ISO 676:1995 Cor 1:1997</td>
<td>Kenya Standard — Spices and condiments — Botanical nomenclature, TECHNICAL CORRIGENDUM 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>KS ISO 5526:2013</td>
<td>Kenya Standard — Cereals, pulses and other food grains — Nomenclature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>KS 170:1979</td>
<td>Kenya Standard — Methods of sampling — Milled cereal products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>KS 244-1:1979</td>
<td>Kenya Standard — Methods of analysis of food for vitamins — Part 1: Estimation of vitamin A and carotenes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
114. KS 244-7:1981 Kenya Standard — Methods of analysis of foods for vitamins — Part 7: Estimation of vitamin D
117. KS CAC/GL 9:2015 Kenya Standard — General principles for the addition of essential nutrients to foods
118. KS CODEX STAN 118:2015 Kenya Standard — Standard for foods for special dietary use for persons intolerant to gluten
119. KS CODEX STAN 156:2017 Kenya Standard — Standard for follow up formula
120. KS 1932:2006 Kenya Standard — Sodium benzoate food grade — Specification
130. KS CAC/GL 60:2006 Kenya Standard — Principles for traceability product tracing as a tool within a food inspection and certification system
131. KS ISO 22005:2007 Kenya Standard — Traceability in the feed and food chain general principles and basic requirements for system design and implementation
137. KS ISO 3960:2017 Kenya Standard — Animal and vegetable fats and oils — Determination of peroxide value iodometric visual endpoint
140. KS 175:2017 Kenya Standard — Instant coffee — Specification
143. KS ISO 11036:1994 Kenya Standard — Methodology texture profile
144. KS ISO 4149:2011 Kenya Standard — Green coffee — Olfactory and visual examination and determination of foreign matter and defects
146. KS 2676:2017 Kenya Standard — Herbal and fruit infusions — Specification
150. KS CODEX STAN 141:2014 Kenya Standard — Cocoa (cacao) mass or cocoa/chocolate liquor, and cocoa cake
158. KS 2300:2011 Kenya Standard — Chicks layers and broilers
166. KS CAC/MISC-5:1993 Kenya Standard — The glossary of terms and definitions on residues of veterinary drugs in foods
168. KS CAC/GL-71:2009 Kenya Standard — Guidelines for the design and implementation of national regulatory food safety assurance programme associated with the use of veterinary drugs in food producing animals

WITHDRAWALS
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182. KS ISO 6887-1:1999 Kenya Standard — Microbiology of food and animal feeding stuffs — Preparation of test samples, initial suspension and decimal dilutions for microbiological examination — Part 1: General rules for the preparation of the to be replaced by KS ISO 6887-1:2017


AGRICULTURE DIVISION WITHDRAWALS


SERVICES DIVISION CONFIRMATIONS
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WITHDRAWALS
211. KS ISO 13857:2008 Kenya Standard — Safety of machinery — Safety distances to prevent hazard zones being reached by upper and lower limbs, to be replaced by KS ISO 13857:2019

EAC/COMESA DIVISION CONFIRMATIONS
213. KS ISO 12878:2012 Kenya Standard — Environmental monitoring of the impacts from marine finfish farms on soft bottom
217. KS EAS 832:2016 Kenya Standard — Fish industry operational cleanliness and hygiene — Guidelines
224. KS CODEX STAN 37:1981 Kenya Standard — Standard for canned shrimps or prawns
226. KS CODEX STAN 70:1995 Kenya Standard — Specification for canned tuna and bonito in water or oil
229. KS CODEX STAN 166:1995 Kenya Standard — Quick frozen fish sticks fish fingers and fish portions breaded or in batter — Specification
231. KS CAC RCP 52:2003 Kenya Standard — Fish and fishery products — Code of practice

WITHDRAWALS

LEATHER AND TEXTILE DIVISION

CONFIRMATIONS

238. KS ISO 14460:1999 Kenya Standard — Protective clothing for automobile racing drivers protection against heat and flame — Performance requirements and test methods
244. KS 1188:2002 Kenya Standard — Guide to garment quality
250. KS 207-1:1979 Kenya Standard — Glossary of textile terms pertaining to defects in fabrics
255. KS 412:2002 Kenya Standard — Specification for size designation for mens and boys ready to wear clothing
261. KS 540:1985 Kenya Standard — Specification for pillow cases
270. KS 688:1986 Kenya Standard — Glossary of terms used by the clothing industry
273. KS ISO 3801:1977 Kenya Standard — Textiles woven fabrics — Determination of mass per unit length and mass per unit area
277. KS ISO 13999-1:1999 Kenya Standard — Protective clothing gloves and arm guards — Protecting against cuts and stabs by land knives — Part 1: Chain mail gloves and arm guards
280. KS ISO 15383:2001 Kenya Standard — Protective gloves for fire fighters laboratory — Test methods and performance requirements
282. KS ISO 22608:2004 Kenya Standard — Protective clothing — Protection against liquid chemicals measurement of repellency retention and penetration of liquid pesticide formulations through protective clothing materials
284. KS ISO 14116:2015 Kenya Standard — Protective clothing protection against flame — Limited flame spread materials material assemblies and clothing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Standard Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>298.</td>
<td>KS ISO 20347:2012 Kenya Standard — Personal protective equipment — Occupational footwear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299.</td>
<td>KS ISO 2418:2017 Kenya Standard — Leather — Chemical, physical and mechanical and fastness tests — Sampling location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301.</td>
<td>KS ISO 2420:2017 Kenya Standard — Leather — Physical and mechanical tests — Determination of apparent density and mass per unit area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308.</td>
<td>KS ISO 3380:2015 Kenya Standard — Leather — Physical and mechanical tests — Determination of shrinkage temperature up to 100 C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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WITHDRAWALS

326. KS ISO 11613:1999 Kenya Standard — Protective clothing for firefighters — Laboratory test methods and performance requirements, To be replaced by KS ISO 11613:2017
329. KS ISO 20349:2010 Kenya Standard — Personal protective equipment — Footwear protecting against thermal risks and molten metal splashes as found in foundries and welding — Requirements and test method, To be replaced by KS ISO 20349:1:2017


ELECTROTECHNICAL DIVISION

CONFIRMATIONS


343. KS IEC 60668:1980 Kenya Standard — Dimensions of panel areas and cut outs for panel and rack mounted industrial process measurement and control instruments


346. KS IEC 61810-7:2006 Kenya Standard — Electromechanical elementary relays — Part 7: Test and measurement procedure


348. KS EAS 117-1:2008 Kenya Standard — Electric cables flexible cords rated up to 300 500 V for use with appliances and equipment intended for domestic office and similar environments

349. KS EAS 117-2:2008 Kenya Standard — Electric cables flexible cables rated up to 450 750 V for use with appliances and equipment intended for industrial and similar environments

350. KS 178:1980 Kenya Standard — Glossary of terms related to cables conductors and accessories for electricity supply


355. KS IEC 60227-1:2007 Kenya Standard — Polyvinyl chloride insulated cables of rated voltages up to and including 450 750 V — Part 1: General requirements
357. KS IEC 60227-3:1997 Kenya Standard — Polyvinyl chloride insulated cables of rated voltages up to and including 450 750 V — Part 3: Non sheathed cables for fixed wiring
358. KS IEC 60227-4:1997 Kenya Standard — Polyvinyl chloride insulated cables of rated voltages up to and including 450 750 V — Part 4: Sheathed cables for fixed wiring
360. KS IEC 60227-6:2001 Kenya Standard — Polyvinyl chloride insulated cables of rated voltages up to and including 450 750 V — Part 6: Lift cables and cables for flexible connections
361. KS IEC 60229:2007 Kenya Standard — Electric cables tests on extruded oversheaths with a special protective function
364. KS IEC 60245-4:2011 Kenya Standard — Rubber insulated cables of rated voltages up to and including 450 750 V — Part 4: Cords and flexible cables
368. KS IEC 60270:2015 Kenya Standard — High voltage test techniques partial discharge measurements
371. KS IEC 60423:2007 Kenya Standard — Conduit systems for cable management outside diameters of conduits for electrical installations and threads for conduits and fittings
373. KS IEC 60889:1987 Kenya Standard — Hard drawn aluminium wire for overhead line conductors
376. KS IEC 62004:2007 Kenya Standard — Thermal resistant aluminium alloy wire for overhead line conductor
378. KS IEC 60332-1-1:2015 Kenya Standard — Tests on electric and optical fibre cables under fire conditions — Part 1 1: Test for vertical flame propagation for a single insulated wire or cable apparatus
379. KS IEC 60332-1-2:2015 Kenya Standard — Tests on electric and optical fibre cables under fire conditions — Part 1 2: Test for vertical flame propagation for a single insulated wire or cable procedure for 1 Kwpre mixed flame
381. KS IEC 60332-2-2:2004 Kenya Standard — Tests on electric and optical fibre cables under fire conditions — Part 2 2: Test for vertical flame propagation for a single small insulated wire or cable procedure for diffusion flame
383. KS IEC 61032:1997 Cor 1:2003 Kenya Standard — Protection of persons and equipment by enclosures probes for verification, TECHNICAL CORRIGEDUM 1
390. KS IEC 62058-21:2008 Kenya Standard — Electricity metering equipment (AC) — Acceptance inspection — Part 21: Particular requirements for electromechanical meters for active energy (classes 0,5, 1 and 2)
391. KS IEC 62058-31:2008 Kenya Standard — Electricity metering equipment (AC) — Acceptance inspection — Part 31: Particular requirements for static meters for active energy (classes 0,2 S, 0,5 S, 1 and 2)
400. KS IEC TS 62056-41:1998 Kenya Standard — Electricity metering — Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control — Part 41: Data exchange using wide area networks — Public switched telephone network (PSTN) with LINK+ protocol
404. KS IEC 62053-11: 2003 Kenya Standard — Electricity metering equipment (a.c.) — Particular requirements — Part 11: Electromechanical meters for active energy (classes 0.5, 1 and 2)
405. KS IEC 62053-31:1998 Kenya Standard — Electricity metering equipment (a.c.) — Particular requirements - Part 31: Pulse output devices for electromechanical and electronic meters (two wires only)
RECOMMENDED LIST OF STANDARDS


443. KS ISO IEC 24709-1:2017 Kenya Standard — Information Technology — Conformance testing for the biometric application programming interface Bioapi — Part 1: Methods and procedures


468. KS ISO IEC 24785:2009 Kenya Standard — Information Technology — Taxonomy of cultural and linguistic adaptability user requirements
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499. KS ISO IEC/TR 22417:2017 Kenya Standard — Information Technology — Internet of things IOT use cases


505. KS ISO IEC 24762:2008 Kenya Standard — Information Technology — Security techniques — Guidelines for information and communications technology disaster recovery services


WITHDRAWALS

509. KS ISO 3745:2003 Kenya Standard — Acoustics — Determination of sound power levels and sound energy levels of noise sources using sound pressure — Precision methods for anechoic rooms and hemi-anechoic rooms (Edition one), to be replaced by KS ISO 3745:2012


517. KS ISO 3744:1994 Kenya Standard — Acoustics — Determination of sound power levels and sound energy levels of noise sources using sound pressure — Engineering methods for an essentially free field over a reflecting plane (Edition One), to be replaced by KS ISO 3744:2010
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547. KS IEC 60317-7:1997 Kenya Standard — Specifications for particular types of winding wires — Part 7: Polyimide enamelled round copper wire class 220. Withdrawn without replacement
548. KS IEC 60317-0-5:2006 Kenya Standard — Specifications for particular types of winding wires — Part 0-5: General requirements glass fibre braided resin or varnish impregnated bare or enamelled rectangular copper wire. Withdrawn without replacement
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559. KS IEC 60502-1:2004 Kenya Standard — Power cables with extruded insulation and their accessories for rated voltages from 1Kv Um 1 2 Kv up to 30 Kv Um 36 Kv — Part 1: Cables for rated voltages of 1Kv Um 1 2 Kv and 3 Kv Um. Replaced by: KS IEC 60502-1:2021
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582. KS IEC 60332-3-10:2008 Kenya Standard — Tests on electric cables under fire conditions — Part 3-10: Test for vertical flame spread of vertically mounted bunched wires or cables apparatus. Replaced by: KS IEC 60332-3-10:2018


586. KS 1639:2001 Kenya Standard — Method for the calculation of the lower and upper limits for the average outer dimensions of cables with circular copper conductors and of rated voltages up to and including 450/750 V. Replaced by: KS IEC 60719:1992


**ENGINEERING DIVISION CONFIRMATIONS**


600. KS ISO 13476:1997 COR 1:1999 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Ignition coils electrical characteristics and test methods TECHNICAL CORRIGENDA 1


605. KS ISO 13064-2:2012 Kenya Standard — Battery electric mopeds and motorcycles — Performance — Part 2: Road operating characteristics


607. KS ISO 671:1982 Kenya Standard — Steel and cast iron — Determination of sulphur content combustion titrimetric method
611. KS ISO 404:2013 Kenya Standard — Steel and steel products — General technical delivery requirements
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631. KS ISO 17612:2004 Kenya Standard — Tractors and machinery for agriculture and forestry — Auxiliary power transmission connector for the operator station


635. KS ISO 23205:2006 Kenya Standard — Agricultural tractors — Instructional seat


637. KS ISO 3339-0:1986 Kenya Standard — Tractors and machinery for agriculture and forestry — Classification and terminology — Part 0: Classification system and classification


646. KS ISO 2503:2009 Kenya Standard — Gas welding equipment — Pressure regulators and pressure regulators with flow metering devices for gas cylinders used in welding cutting and allied processes up to 300 Bar 30 Mpa


666. KS ISO 8715:2001 Kenya Standard — Electric road vehicles — Road operating characteristics
673. KS ISO 13232-4:2005 Kenya Standard — Motorcycles — Test and analysis — Procedures for research evaluation of rider crash protective devices fitted to motorcycles — Part 4: Variables to be measured instrumentation and measurement procedures


700. KS ISO 18300:2016 Kenya Standard — Electrically propelled vehicles — Test specifications for lithium ion battery systems combined with lead acid battery or capacitor

701. KS ISO 19689:2016 Kenya Standard — Motorcycles and mopeds — Communication between vehicle and external equipment for diagnostics diagnostic connector and related electrical circuits — Specification and use


704. KS ISO 10597:2012 Road vehicles — Flat attachment fixing nuts for commercial vehicles — Test methods


711. KS ISO 11565:2006 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Spark plugs — Test methods and requirements
726. KS ISO 14814:2006 Kenya Standard — Road transport and traffic telematics — Automatic vehicle and equipment identification reference architecture and terminology
731. KS ISO 15008:2017 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Ergonomic aspects of transport information and control systems — Specifications and test procedures for in vehicle visual presentation
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732. KS ISO 15031-1:2010 Kenya Standard — Road Vehicles — Communication between vehicle and external equipment for emissions related diagnostics — Part 1: General information and use case definition


738. KS ISO 15031-7:2013 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Communication between vehicle and external equipment for emissions related diagnostics — Part 7: Data link security


743. KS ISO 3173:1974 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Apparatus for measurement of the opacity of exhaust gas from diesel engines operating under steady state conditions


748. KS ISO 3779:2009 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Vehicle identification number vin content and structure


750. KS ISO 3833:1977 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Types terms and definitions

751. KS ISO 3853:1994 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Towing vehicle coupling device to tow caravans or light trailers — mechanical strength test
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755. KS ISO 3996:1995 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Braking hose assemblies for hydraulic braking systems used with non petroleum base brake fluid
758. KS ISO 4038:1996 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Hydraulic braking systems simple flare pipes tapped holes male fittings and hose end fittings
761. KS ISO 4151:1987 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Mopeds type location and functions of controls
774. KS ISO 7641:2012 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles — Trailers up to 3 5 T — Calculation of the mechanical strength of steel drawbars


779. KS ISO 4129:2012 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles mopeds — Symbols for controls indicators and tell tales


797. KS 896:1990 Kenya Standard — Specification for periodic inspection testing and maintenance of transportable gas containers excluding dissolved acetylene containers

798. KS 897:1990 Kenya Standard — Specification for periodic inspection and maintenance of transportable gas containers for dissolved acetylene
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815. KS 2740:2017 Kenya Standard — Road vehicles lamps bulbs — Requirements
823. KS 1384:1998 Kenya Standard — Specification for hand tools for live working up to 1 000 V A C and 1500 V D C
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841. KS 842:1989 Kenya Standard — Glossary of terms relating to parts of machine tools and operation
850. KS 2694:2017 Kenya Standard — Metal scaffolding aluminium couplers and special couplers in steel — Requirements and test methods
852. KS 2696:2017 Kenya Standard — Metal scaffolding — Specification for prefabricated tower scaffolds outside the scope of KS 2701 But utilizing components from such systems
853. KS 2697:2017 Kenya Standard — Loose steel tubes for tube and coupler scaffolds — Technical delivery conditions
854. KS 2698:2017 Kenya Standard — Couplers spigot pins and baseplates for use in falsework and scaffolds couplers for tubes — Requirements and test procedures
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855. KS 2699:2017 Kenya Standard — Couplers spigot pins and baseplates for use in falsework and scaffolds special couplers — Requirements and test procedures
856. KS 2700:2017 Kenya Standard — Couplers spigot pins and baseplates for use in falsework and scaffolds plain base plates and spigot pins — Requirements and test procedures
864. KS 841:1987 Kenya Standard — Glossary of terms relating to springs
881. KS 489:1990 Kenya Standard — Specification for power take off for agricultural tractors
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883. KS 1456:1998 Kenya Standard — Non destructive testing of welded joints minimum — Requirement for non destructive testing methods
884. KS 206:1981 Kenya Standard — Method of testing fusion welded joints and weld metals in steel

WITHDRAWALS

Name: Esther Ngari Date:
Director – Standards Development and Trade